The first measurements of differential inelastic collision cross sections of fully state-selected NO ͑j =1/2, ⍀ =1/2, ⑀ =−1͒ with He are presented. Full state selection is achieved by a 2 m long hexapole, which allows for a systematic study of the effect of parity conservation and breaking on the differential cross section. The collisionally excited NO molecules are detected using a resonant ͑1+1Ј͒ REMPI ionization scheme in combination with the velocity-mapped, ion-imaging technique. The current experimental configuration minimizes the contribution of noncolliding NO molecules in other rotational states j , ⍀ , ⑀ -that contaminates images-and allows for study of the collision process at an unprecedented level of detail. A simple method to correct ion images for collision-induced alignment is presented as well and its performance is demonstrated. The present results show a significant difference between differential cross sections for scattering into the upper and lower component of the ⌳-doublet of NO. This result cannot be due to the energy splitting between these components.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detailed knowledge of rotationally inelastic collisions is of great importance in understanding energy transfer between molecules and atoms. The study of collisions of rare gases with ͑open shell͒ NO molecules has been used in the past to characterize inelastic collisions and reactions. In the last decades much work has been reported on this subject. Early work on He-NO and Ar-NO collisions 1 resulted in integral inelastic cross sections and showed that these exhibit an oscillatory structure as a function of the final rotational state. Large anisotropy effects in the Ar-NO and He-NO potential were found by De Lange et al. [2] [3] [4] In their experiments NO molecules were oriented, after which the integral state-to-state collision cross section was determined using laser induced fluorescence ͑LIF͒. Typically, LIF provides only integral cross sections, while differential cross sections are nowadays usually obtained using ion-imaging techniques. Suits et al. 5 were the first to apply the latter technique to obtain differential cross sections for collisions of Ar with NO. The introduction of this technique triggered new research, especially after Eppink and Parker 6 improved the achievable resolution considerably with the implementation of electrostatic lenses. The velocity-mapped ion-imaging technique is now commonly used in the field of molecular dynamics. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Differential cross sections for inelastic collisions can also be measured using a movable detector, 16 but this technique is more time consuming and experimentally difficult. The resolution depends on the scattering angle and only the scattering angle of the molecule in the laboratory frame can be obtained. Velocity-mapped ion-imaging provides the velocity vector of the scattered molecules ͑both its absolute value and the scattering angle͒. Potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒ govern chemical reactions. There is, however, no method to measure them directly, although some attempts were made to directly calculate potential energy surfaces from measured differential cross sections. 17, 18 In practice, theoreticians calculate PESs for a certain system, use the PESs to calculate differential cross sections ͑DCSs͒ and then compare the DCSs to experimental values as a test. The first measurement of inelastic differential cross sections for He-NO collisions was carried out by Wesley et al. 19 and compared to scattering calculations based on the Yang and Alexander CEPA PESs. 20 The measurements showed in all cases more forward scattering than the calculations. Also Kohguchi et al. 21 reported discrepancies between theory and experiment for Ar-NO differential cross sections. Elioff et al. 11 repeated these measurements for spin-orbit changing collisions and found a better correspondence to theory for the ratio between forward-and backward-scattered molecules than in Kohguchi's work. The experiment described in this work is the first scattering experiment in which differential cross sections for a͒ Present address: Sackler Laboratory for Astrophysics, Leiden Observatory, The Netherlands. b͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax ϩ31 20 5987643. Electronic mail stolte@few.vu.nl c͒ scattering from a single ⌳-doublet state are obtained. The molecules are prepared in a single quantum state before the collision and the detection of the scattered molecules is also fully state selective. This experiment provides the first opportunity to take a close look at the effect of parity breaking and parity conservation on the differential cross section. A hexapole state selector 22, 23 is used to select the NO molecules in the low field seeking upper component of the ⌳-doublet with symmetry index ⑀ = −1. It works as a positive lens for molecules in the low field seeking component, while it diverges molecules in the high field seeking lower component of the ⌳-doublet with ⑀ =1.
All previous crossed-beam ion-imaging work relies on adiabatic expansion alone for the initial state preparation. Besides resolving the ⌳-doublet of the NO molecules in the beam, hexapole state selection suppresses the percentage of incoming molecules in higher rotational states ͑j Ͼ 1/2͒ into the scattering center. These molecules are less deflected by the hexapole and are not focused into the scattering region, but undergo ͑passive͒ divergence over the length of the hexapole. The hexapole selected beam of molecules allows for measurements of differential cross sections for low final rotational states that were previously unmeasurable due to the presence of molecules in these rotational states in the beam, that obscured the forward scattered intensity.
Collision-induced alignment has been shown to influence ion images 24 and thus the values of the differential cross sections that are extracted from these images. Wade et al. 13 used vertical and horizontal laser polarization to determine the NO alignment after collision and used the alignment information to correct the differential cross sections. In our study, a simple, yet rigorous, method to cope with collisioninduced alignment is presented. The conservation of the projection m a of the total angular momentum on the kinematic apse is exploited for alignment correction. Apse quantization was proposed and demonstrated to be a feasible approximation by Khare et al. 25 Later on, Meyer et al. showed that the apse approximation yields good quantitative results for ͑among others͒ He-NO collisions 26 and Ne-NO collisions.
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II. EXPERIMENT
In order to explore ⌳-state selected differential cross sections, a previously used crossed-beam apparatus 2, 4, 23, 28 has been modified. The existing LIF detection system is replaced by newly designed ion optics for velocity-mapped ion-imaging. A XeCl excimer pumped dye laser system ͑Lambda Physik EMG 201/FL 3002͒ is used for detection. The dye laser operates with Coumarin 47 dye and is equipped with a frequency doubling unit to generate tunable light around Ϸ 226 nm ͑output ഛ1.5 mJ/pulse͒. The excimer laser generates around 90 mJ of = 308 nm light of which approximately 10% is separated using a small mirror in front of the dye laser and is used in the ionization step of the ͑1+1Ј͒ resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ process. 29 As the excimer beam is rather divergent, a telescope consisting of an f = 100 mm and an f = −50 mm lens is placed immediately after the mirror that reflects the 10%. The focus of this beam is made to coincide with the scattering center using an f = 300 mm lens. The Ϸ 226 nm laser beam is not focused, but guided through an iris with a diameter of about 1 mm. The excitation and ionization beams are crossed at 90°to get a well defined ionization volume, estimated to be 1 mm 3 . When the tunable laser light is blocked, no signal can be observed, meaning that nonresonant ionization of NO in the ground state does not occur. When the = 308 nm ionization laser beam is blocked, the signal is typically less than 10% of that when both laser beams are on. As there is competition between ͑1+1͒ and ͑1+1Ј͒ REMPI, the contribution of ͑1+1͒ REMPI to the signal is expected to be suppressed even more than 10%.
The main advantages of using ͑1+1Ј͒ REMPI in the crossed laser configuration are that it generates a well defined and rather isotropic detection volume and that it is less likely that the 308 nm light ionizes background molecules in the vacuum chamber than the 226 nm light. The small isotropic volume simplifies the extraction of differential cross sections from ion-images and reduces distortion of the images due to ionization near the edges of the electrostatic lenses. Using 308 nm light for ionization, the 226 nm light intensity can be reduced, which decreases the noise level. For most background gas molecules the 308 nm photon is below the ionization threshold. Using ͑1+1Ј͒ REMPI it is possible to overcome saturation in the excitation step, whereas the ionization step is saturated.
A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The primary beam consists of 16% NO in Ar, the secondary beam of pure He. Both beams are produced using general valves, pulsed at a frequency of 10 Hz. The NO in the primary beam is rotationally cold due to adiabatic expansion, i.e., most of the NO molecules are in the lowest rotational state with angular momentum quantum number j =1/2. The beam passes two skimmers ͑ = 1 mm and = 0.7 mm͒ that are situated 3 and 8 cm from the pulsed nozzle opening, respectively, before it enters the hexapole. The 2 m long hexapole focuses molecules in the low field seeking ͑⑀ =−1, f͒ upper component of the lambda doublet into the detection/collision region. 22 In the collision region, the NO beam is crossed at 90°with a He beam. The He nozzle is positioned 8.5 cm from the scattering center, the beam of He atoms is collimated by a ͑ = 1.9 mm͒ skimmer, positioned 1.5 cm from the nozzle. During the experiments ͑both beams on͒ the ion gauge pressure reading in the collision chamber is approximately 1 · 10 −6 mbar. Because of hexapole focusing, the state-selected NO beam is very pure. Only the molecules in the j =1/2, ⍀ =1/2, ⑀ = −1 state are focused. The ͑1+1Ј͒ REMPI signal difference ͑hexapole gain͒ when tuning the dye to the focused ground state between "hexapole on" and "hexapole off" is approximately a factor of 70. The contribution of the other component of the ⌳-doublet is negligible as it is diverged by the hexapole. 2 The amount of molecules in other quantum states is substantially less than 1%. Switching on the He beam does not weaken the ground-state signal significantly, from which it can be concluded that less than 2% of the NO molecules collide. The contribution of double collisions can thus be ignored.
The ion optics and time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ tube are placed perpendicularly to the drawing plane of Fig. 1 and a schematic drawing is given in Fig. 2 . The distance between the repeller and extractor plates is 20 mm and the length of the TOF tube amounts to 550 mm. The TOF tube is at ground, the "back" of the microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ detector ͑facing the phosphor screen͒ is at 950 V while the "front" ͑facing the grid͒ is gated to a negative voltage ͑−950 V͒. A grid ͑transmission of 90%͒ is positioned just before the MCPs. This grid prevents ions from being pulled towards the center of the detector when the front voltage is switched to −950 V. Simulations show that without the grid, the resolution decreases and that the molecular velocity component ͑before ionization͒ perpendicular to the TOF is no longer linear with the position of impact on the detector. This problem cannot be solved by putting the front of the MCPs at ground and gate the back at +2 kV. In that case the NO + ions would have less kinetic energy ͑600 V instead of 1.6 kV͒ when they hit the detector, yielding weak signals. Low repeller voltages are essential to facilitate the resolution required for detection of the small changes in NO velocity due to collisions with the light He atoms. Disturbances of the images because of the inhomogeneous field in the region near the detector are avoided using the grid in front of the detector. The ions see two parallel plates and are accelerated perpendicularly to the detector. The grid shows up in some images, but the effect on the differential cross sections is negligible.
To test and optimize the setup, about 1% NO was added to the He beam. Optimal repeller and extractor voltages are determined with NO in both the primary and in the secondary beam. The dye laser ͑226 nm͒ is tuned to the electronic transition starting from the j =1/2, ⍀ =1/2, ⑀ = −1 state. Repeller and extractor voltages were tuned to the value at which the beam spots were as small as possible 15 and at which the primary ͑NO͒ and secondary ͑He͒ beam were on the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. In Fig. 3 the resulting image is shown that was recorded after optimization of the voltages. Typical values used throughout this work are 750 V for the repeller and 500 V for the extractor. Lower values of 500 V and 330 V can be applied successfully as well. The image in Fig. 3 provides information on the properties of the molecular beams. The resolution of the setup is determined from the ͑primary͒ NO-beam. Its velocity has been calculated and measured before. 2, 3 Using the value of 593 m / s, a resolution G of 7.7 m / s per pixel is found. The secondary beam is found to be a little slower than calculated for pure He ͑1710 m / s instead of 1760 m / s͒. This is assumed to be due to the 1% of NO that was added to facilitate detection. The full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of the velocity distribution of the ͑primary͒ NO beam and the ͑secondary͒ He beam are estimated to be, respectively, 50 and 100 m / s ͑along the beam velocity͒. The velocity spread in the He 
III. EXTRACTION OF DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
The detection probability of a scattered molecule depends on several factors. This makes it impossible to directly use the intensity on an outer ring of an ion image to determine the differential cross section. Asymmetries in the images can occur due to collision-induced rotational alignment, due to different residence times for slow and fast molecules within the detection volume and due to the Doppler shifts and laser alignment. The beam velocity distributions and instrumental factors cause blurring of the images. In this section, a method is given to correct for the most important of these distorting factors in order to extract reliable differential cross sections from the ion images in a straightforward procedure.
Currently no corrections for imperfect spatial positioning of the laser and for Doppler shift are applied to our data as the effect of these factors was found to be small. The centerof-mass velocity distribution of the NO molecules after collision ͑uЈ͒ is small compared to the bandwidth of the laser ͑0.5 cm −1 ͒. Hardly any change of the asymmetry of the images was observed when slightly detuning the frequency of the dye laser.
The blurring of the ion images due to the velocity spread in the beams as well as other instrumental factors is approximated by a single Gaussian blurring function. This function is fitted empirically to a computer generated image in order to match the sharpness of the experimental images. FIG. 4 . ͑Color͒ Experimental and simulated ion images. The images in the top rows are collected using the R 21 branch ͑⍀ Ј=1/2, ⑀Ј=−1͒. The bottom rows show images collected using the P 11 branch ͑⍀ Ј=1/2, ⑀Ј=1͒. The experimental images are raw data, the simulated images are from the optimized extracted differential cross section and incorporate blurring, velocity correction T͑x , y͒, and alignment correction S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒. No saturation correction is applied: S 0 = 0. The frames of all images are identical and taken in accordance to the dashed square in the right panel of Fig. 3 .
FIG. 5. ͑Color͒
Experimental and simulated ion images. The images in the top rows are collected using the Q 11 + P 21 branch ͑⍀ Ј=1/2, ⑀Ј=−1͒. The bottom rows show images collected using the R 11 + Q 21 branch ͑⍀ Ј=1/2, ⑀Ј=1͒. The experimental images are raw data, the simulated images are adapted using blurring, velocity correction T͑x , y͒ and alignment correction S sat ͑jЈ → j * ͒. Partial saturation was included to reproduce the asymmetry: S 0 Ϸ 1.5͗S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒͘ where ͗S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒͘ is the mean value of the alignment correction, averaged over all pixels. An "unsaturated" image would show even stronger asymmetry. The frames of all images are identical and taken in accordance to the dashed square in the right panel of Fig. 3 .
The detection region is defined by four crossing beams: The NO beam, the He beam and the two laser beams, each with a diameter of about one millimeter. It is an experimental challenge to overlap all four beams in time as well as in space. The resulting detection volume is small which restricts the maximally achievable signal. The advantages of this geometry, however, are that the ionization volume is nearly spherical and that due to the small detection volume relative to the size of the ion lenses edge effects from the latter are minimized. Because of the nearly spherical shape of the detection volume we make the approximation that the molecular detection probability T͑x , y͒ due to the molecule's residence time in the detection volume is inversely proportional to the absolute value of the velocity in the laboratory frame. The coordinates ͑x , y͒ indicate the position on the detector in pixels and relate directly to the x and y components of the velocity in the center-of-mass ͑u x Ј and u y Ј͒ frame via the resolution G ͑x = u x Ј/ G and y = u y Ј/ G͒ with unit
͑1͒
Normalization of this T͑x , y͒ is obtained by dividing with the average over all pixels ͑͗1/͉vЈ͉͒͘. Appendix A shows the procedure to calculate T͑x , y͒. If the detection volume would be nonisotropic or not centered at the beam crossing, T͑x , y͒ will also depend on the ͑laboratory͒ scattering-angle. For example: Molecules scattered along a single laser ͑LIF or ͑1+1͒ REMPI͒ 3 have a longer pathway through the detection volume than those scattered in another direction. If this were the case, an extra correction would be required.
Collision-induced alignment can also cause NO molecules to be nonuniformly detected, creating a further distortion of the ion image, which has to be corrected for. The alignment dependent detection probability is given by:
͑2͒
The wave functions are referred to as ⌿ a Ј͑jЈ, m a Ј͒ and ⌿ * ͑j * , m * ͒, denoting, respectively, that of a rotational state after collision and that after laser excitation to the A 2 ⌺ + state. Note that m * is defined along the polarization ⑀ of the linearly polarized laser ͑laser frame͒. The wave function in the apse system ⌿ a Ј͑jЈ, m a Ј͒ ͑m a Ј is defined along the kinematic apse͒ is transformed into the laser frame by the Euler angle rotation operator R͑␤ p ͒ϵR͑0,␤ p ,0͒. The angle between the laser polarization and the kinematic apse is given by ␤ p . Since S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ depends on ␤ p , it is not an ordinary Hönl-London factor. The scattered wave function can carry alignment, while the Hönl-London factors assume an isotropic m distribution. Until now no simple method to calculate S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ for each position ͑x , y͒ on the detector was available. Appendix B provides a simple but widely applicable correction treatment based on the approximate conservation of the projection m a of the total angular momentum j on the kinematic apse ͑m a Ј= m a ͒. It results in a value of S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ for every position on the detector. Khare 25 and Meyer 26 showed that m a conservation is an appropriate assumption. S͑jЈ → j * ͒ is evaluated for every pixel with coordinate ͑x , y͒ on the detector.
In the case of full saturation of the excitation step, the detection probability no longer depends on the scattering angle. Correction of the ion images with only the velocity correction should in this case yield images that are symmetric in the relative velocity. If partial saturation occurs, the dependence of the detection probability on ␤ p becomes less
The parameter S 0 indicates the saturation: when S 0 Ӷ S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒, there is no saturation, when S 0 ӷ S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ there is full saturation and the detection probability S sat ͑jЈ → j * ͒ no longer depends on the scattering angle. To get an idea of the effect of the saturation correction, S 0 can be expressed in units of ͗S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒͘, the value of S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ averaged over all pixels. In order to actually extract differential cross sections from the ion images, first the experimental image I ex ͑x , y͒ is corrected for the laboratory velocity and alignment via Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. For more information on the correction, see Appendixes A and B. The corrected image is given by FIG. 6 . ͑Color͒ Experimental ͑raw͒ ion images for spin-orbit changing ͑⍀ Ј=3/2͒ collisions. Simulated images from the extraction of the differential cross section are not presented for these branches, but correspond to the experimental images as well as in the case of spin-orbit conserving collisions. The frames of all images are identical and taken in accordance to the dashed square in the right panel of Fig. 3 .
In the case of ͑partial͒ saturation, S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ is replaced by S sat ͑jЈ → j * ͒. The corrected image is now reasonably symmetric ͑but still blurred͒ and the intensity on the rim of the ion image already gives a good indication of the differential cross section. To obtain a proper differential cross section ͑DCS͒ from the blurred two-dimensional velocity distribution of the corrected image, a forward extraction method is applied. This method is in the spirit of Lorenz et al. 7 The intensity R ex ͑͒ on an about 6 pixels wide outer ring of the corrected ion image I ex,c ͑x , y͒ is used as a "trial DCS" ͓DCS 0 = R ex ͔͑͒ to simulate an image. The blurring factorthat includes both the beam velocity distribution and instrumental blurring-is applied on the simulated image to make it as sharp as the corrected experimental image I ex,c ͑x , y͒. The intensity on a broad outer ring of the simulated image R sim ͑͒ is compared to that of the same outer ring on the experimental image ͑R ex ͑͒͒, after which the DCS is adapted.
Note that R sim,i−1 has been simulated using DCS i−1 . The adapted trial DCS is used to simulate an image that is compared with the experimental one. This step is repeated several times ͑i =1,2,3, ...͒ until the simulated and experimental images are as similar as possible. Two parameters have to be fitted during the optimization. The saturation parameter S 0 is chosen such that the asymmetry of the corrected experimental image is minimized, while the Gaussian blurring parameter is selected to make the simulated image as sharp as the experimental one.
IV. CLOSE-COUPLING CALCULATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
The calculations of the differential cross sections were done using a full quantum close-coupling ͑CC͒ approach with two diabatic potentials ͓V sum = Calculations of the steric dependence of the inelastic total collision cross section using these surfaces yielded a reasonably good agreement with experimental data. 4 The HIBRIDON suite of codes 31 was used for the scattering calculations. The methodology of scattering of the structureless partner with an open shell diatomic was described in detail before. 4, 21, 27, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] We refer the reader to these references for details. The close-coupling calculations at a collision energy E col = 508.13 cm −1 employed all partial waves up to a total angular momentum quantum number J max = 101.5 and NO rotational levels up to jЈ = 17.5. The reduced mass of the He-NO system and the rotational constant of the NO molecule were taken as = 3.5314 a.m.u. and B = 1.696 11 cm −1 , respectively. The description of the NO diatomic can be done in a Hund's case ͑a͒ coupling scheme. This is due to the relatively large spin-orbit coupling resulting in 2 ⌸ 1/2 ͑ground-state spin-orbit manifold F 1 ͒ and 2 ⌸ 3/2 ͑F 2 ͒. Each spin-orbit state is further split into ⌳-doublet components with symmetry index ⑀ =1͑e͒ and ⑀ =−1͑f͒. ⌳-doubling parameters, p and q for NO are 1.172· 10 −2 and 6.7ϫ 10 −4 , respectively.
For the spin-orbit Hamiltonian A ‫ء‬ L Ŝ a spin-orbit constant of the NO molecule of A = 123.1393 cm −1 has been used. The CC equations were propagated from R = 3.7-35 a 0 . From the CC calculations we were able to determine integral and differential cross sections for state-to-state transitions from the j = 0.5 initial state of NO, resolved for ⌳-doublet and spin-orbit manifold ͑F 1 and F 2 ͒. The integral cross sections from these calculations are used to normalize the experimental results in this study.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A nearly complete set of ion images for inelastic He-NO collisions at a collision energy of approximately 510 cm −1 is displayed in Figs. 4-6 . The raw experimental images are shown. In Figs. 4 and 5 the raw experimental images are compared to simulated images from the extraction of differential cross sections, including the corrections discussed in Sec. III. A few images are missing because these could not be resolved spectroscopically. Table I lists the various spectroscopic branches of the A ← X electronic transition that are available to collect the ion images. The symmetry index ⑀ in Table I relates to the parity of a rotational state 37 as 
The symmetry index ⑀ is −1 for the upper component ͑f͒ of the ⌳-doublet and 1 for the lower ͑e͒ component. Note that the parity of states within one branch alternates with ⌬j = jЈ − j. For example, final states with even ⌬j from the R 21 branch have the same parity as those with odd ⌬j in the P 11 ͑and vice versa͒. Taking a first look at the experimental images one notices that there is little contamination of the images due to background signal. The He beam is switched from "on" to "off" after 100 laser shots. This procedure is repeated typically 20 times. The images with the He beam off are subtracted from those with the He beam on. The excimer/dye laser system and general valves run at 10 Hz, consequently collecting an image takes approximately 7 min. Some of the highest rotational states ͑⌬j Ͼ 10͒, however, required twice the integration time.
The hexapole state selector eliminates all but one quantum state from the NO molecular beam. The product images show little contamination with scattering from other states or with direct detection of uncooled molecules present in the NO beam. These conditions lead to particularly crisp images. Only for scattering into the lower ⌳-doublet component of the lowest rotational state ͑jЈ =1/2, ⑀Ј=1͒ the ion image shows a strong distortion in the forward direction due to some residual NO in this state in the molecular beam ͑see Fig. 7͒ . Because of this distortion it has not been used to extract a differential cross section and is not plotted in Fig. 5 . For scattering into all higher rotational states this effect caused no problems.
The overall behavior of the images is as expected. For low rotational states, forward scattering dominates, while images for high rotational states show mostly backward scattering. In order to transfer more translational energy into rotation, collisions yielding a reversal of momentum are preferred. The only exception to this behavior is the jЈ = 12.5 image in the R 11 + Q 21 branch that shows sideways scattering, while the images for jЈ = 10.5 and jЈ = 11.5 only show backward scattering. The diameter of the projected scattering spheres decreases with jЈ: The amount of translational energy after collision has to decrease if the amount of rotational energy increases. The radii of the projected spheres correspond well to this energy loss. This confirms the correctness of the velocity calibration. Images for scattering into ⍀ Ј=3/2 states ͑spin-orbit changing collisions͒ show more forward scattering than spin-orbit conserving collisions ͑⍀ Ј =1/2͒. This might be explained assuming that spin-orbit changing collisions are particularly sensitive to the attractive part of the potential.
The uncorrected images from single P and R branches are reasonably symmetric in the relative velocity vector, while those for Q branches ͑combined with a P or R branch͒ show significant asymmetry. In each case, the left side of the ion images from Q branches shows less intensity than the right side ͑see Figs. 4-6͒. The images have been collected within a period of about three days, not in a particular order and the laser bandwidth is relatively large compared to the differences in NO center-of-mass velocities. This rules out Doppler effects as well as the spatial overlap of the lasers and the other beams as a possible reason for the asymmetry stated above. Collision-induced rotational alignment is the prime suspect for the effect. A qualitative classical explanation of this effect is described here.
In Fig. 8 the vectors labeled uЈ indicate scattering under an arbitrary angle . The corresponding kinematic apse â is also drawn in the figure. The momentum component that is transformed into rotation ͑⌬p = pЈ − p͒ points along the kinematic apse â
where p and pЈ denote the linear momenta before and after collision, respectively. When the collision is impulsive and takes place very rapidly, there is essentially no change in the collision geometry during the time interval in which the intermolecular forces act. The internuclear distance R between the scattering partners remains unchanged during this interval. Conservation of total angular momentum yields a simple relation for the transferred amount of rotational angular momentum 
͑8͒
It follows directly that ⌬j Ќ ⌬p. In quantum mechanical terms this means that m a = m a Ј. For the repulsive He-NO collision system this is expected to be an excellent approximation.
To reach qualitative understanding of the alignment effects in the ion-images, we assume for now that jЈ Ϸ ⌬j. This is only correct for ⌬j → ϱ. A quantitative treatment ͑at arbitrary jЈ͒ as used to correct the ion-images is found in Appendix B. For Q branch transitions, the transition dipole moment points parallel to the rotational angular momentum vector ͑ ʈ jЈ͒. The detection probability as a function of the angle between jЈ and the laser polarization ⑀ for a Q branch transition is given by:
For a P or R branch transition points perpendicularly to jЈ, which leads to a reversed dependence of the detection probability upon the angle between jЈ and ⑀
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The laser light is polarized horizontally, bisecting the direction of the NO and He beams ͑see Fig. 8͒ . In this figure, a thin line is drawn perpendicularly to â in order to indicate the plane ͑perpendicular to the paper͒ in which jЈ is isotropically distributed. Note that since jЈ is isotropically distributed in that plane, 0 ഛ ͉ĵЈ · ⑀͉ 2 ഛ 1 2 . It immediately follows that the alignment dependence for detection via a Q branch transition is stronger than in the case of a P or R branch transition. In the left-scattered case in Fig. 8 , ⑀ and jЈ are nearly perpendicular resulting in a low intensity for a Q branch transition and a high intensity for a P or a R branch transition. In the right side of the images, where ⑀ and jЈ have larger parallel components, this effect is the other way around.
The raw experimental ion images for P and R branches are already near-symmetric in the relative velocity without correction ͑Figs. 4 and 6͒. This is because the detection probability due to the velocity of the molecules after collision and that due to alignment ͑Appendixes A and B͒ more-or-less cancel for detection via these branches. No saturation correction has to be applied for these branches to reproduce the experimental ion images with the simulated ones. The left side of the images corresponds to a larger laboratory velocity and thus to a lower detection probability than the right side. This is of course independent of the used spectroscopic branch. Roughly speaking, for P and R branch transitions the detection probability on the left side of the images is larger than on the right side, for Q branch transitions this effect is reversed. This makes ion images using a Q branch transitions for excitation strongly asymmetric as the detection probabilities due to alignment and due to the velocity of the molecules add, while when using P and R branch transitions they nearly cancel. The asymmetry is weakened because each absorption line in a Q branch coincides with one in a P or R branch, but the latter ones are generally weaker. In order to reproduce experimental ion-images obtained using the P + Q and R + Q branches, some saturation has been assumed. This is easily explained because these ͑combined͒ branches are stronger than single P and R branches. In Appendix B ͑Fig. 15͒ it was already shown that a P branch at low rotational states shows slightly more asymmetry than a R branch. This small effect is also seen in the experimental ͑and simulated͒ results in Fig. 4 , which supports exploiting m a conservation ͑along the apse͒ for collision-induced alignment correction.
The differential cross sections that have been obtained from all ion-images are plotted and compared to theory in Figs. 9-12. The theoretical results are from new close coupling HIBRIDON 31 calculations on restricted coupled-cluster single double triple ͓RCCSD͑T͔͒ potential energy surfaces. 30 Because the experiment does not provide total cross sections, experimental results have been normalized on the integral cross section obtained from the current HIBRIDON calculations
For the final states that have been studied using two different branches, both experimental differential cross sections are plotted as this gives information on the correctness of the extraction routine and the error in the measurements in general. Overall there is good agreement between theory and experiment and between the experimental results of different branches, indicating the high quality of the PESs and supporting the current extraction method including the apse based alignment correction ͑see Sec. III͒.
The substantial differences between theory and experiment as in Ref. 19 might be explained by a combination of theoretical and experimental factors. As discussed by De Lange et al., 4 the anisotropy of the currently used RCCSD͑T͒ potential energy surface is stronger than that of the CEPA surface used in Ref. 19 . However, the observed discrepancies in Ref.
19 cannot be fully contributed to theory. 4 Excellent state selection and the correction for collision-induced alignment improves the reliability of the current experimental differential cross sections compared to those in Ref. 19 . However, the current differential cross sections cannot directly be compared to the experimental results in Ref. 19 as the current results originate from the scattering out of the upper component of the ⌳-doublet. In the experiment in Ref. 19 , both components are equally present before collision. Large differences are both observed and calculated between scattering into a jЈ , ⑀Ј= −1 and a jЈ , ⑀Ј= 1 state for both spin-orbit changing and spin-orbit conserving collisions. Scattering into the ⑀Ј= 1 component of the ⌳-doublet favors larger scattering angles than scattering into the ⑀Ј =−1 component at the same jЈ. These differences have not been observed before and this is the first experiment that enables such a study. Scattering into the ⑀Ј= 1 state ͑lower component of the ⌳-doublet͒ appears to yield the same ionimage ͑and a similar differential cross section͒ as scattering into the ⑀Ј= −1 state ͑upper component of the ⌳-doublet͒ with one less quantum of rotational angular momentum jЈ. The differential cross section for scattering into a jЈ = n, ⑀Ј 
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= 1 is similar to that of a jЈ = n +1, ⑀Ј= −1 final state. This effect cannot be explained by the small energy splitting between the two components of the ⌳-doublet, for ⍀ Ј=1/2 ranging from ϳ0.01 cm −1 for low to 0.1 cm −1 for high rotational states in this study. For ⍀ =3/2 it ranges approximately from 4 ϫ 10 −5 cm −1 to 0.01 cm −1 . This leaves only a quantum mechanical effect to explain this observation, that will be addressed in Ref. 40 .
Some differences between experiment and theory are seen for low rotational states. Theoretical differential cross sections show rapid oscillations in the forward direction ͑close to =0͒ that are not seen in the experimental outcome. These oscillations are due to diffraction and the experimental resolution is too low to resolve these oscillations. Besides this, it is consistently found-independent of spin-orbit changing or conserving collisions-that the differential cross section for the first sideways scattered rotational state is predicted by theory to be less forward scattered than the experiment shows. These four differential cross sections are the only ones where a significant difference between experiment and theory exists. A slight underestimation of the attractive part of the PESs might cause this difference, but it cannot be fully excluded to be due to experimental artifacts. The forward direction is suspected to cause some problems during extraction of differential cross sections as the direction of the apse there is poorly defined. On the other hand, if the apse model fails, one also expects this to happen for the lowest rotational states, which is not the case. Except for these small differences, there is good agreement between theory and experiment.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
For the first time, quantum-state-resolved differential cross sections arising from single parity states have been recorded. The differential cross sections are plotted in Figs. 9-12. A 2 meter long hexapole state selector was used to select the upper component of the ⌳-doublet of the lowest rotational state ͑j =1/2, ⍀ =1/2, ⑀ =−1͒ from a molecular NO beam expansion. The fully state-selected beam was crossed with a helium beam and velocity-mapped ionimaging was applied to record ion-images. The absence of molecules in other rotational states in the molecular beam due to hexapole focusing leads to particularly crisp images.
The present work provides the first experimental evidence for differences in the differential cross section between parity-breaking and parity-conserving transitions. We find that scattering into the ⑀Ј= 1 component of the ⌳-doublet favors larger scattering angles than scattering into the ⑀Ј= −1 component at the same jЈ. The differential cross sections for scattering into the lower component of the ⌳-doublet j =1/2, ⑀ =−1→ jЈ = n, ⑀ = 1 is very similar to that of scattering into the upper component j =1/2, ⑀ =−1→ jЈ = n +1, ⑀ = −1. These final states carry the same parity. The energy splitting between the two components of the ⌳-doublet is too small to explain this observation.
We exploit m conservation along the kinematic apse during collision to correct for collision-induced alignment. A straightforward method to take this alignment into account is presented. The experimental results support this method. The distortion of the ion-images is well reproduced and differential cross sections for scattering into the same rotational state, extracted from different spectroscopic branches, correspond nearly perfectly to each other.
The experimental differential cross sections correspond well to those calculated in coupled channel ͑HIBRIDON͒ calculations based on RCCSD͑T͒ potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒. 41 Together with a previous experiment where steric asymmetries for collisions of He with ͑oriented͒ NO were measured, 4 this forms a thorough test for the ground electronic state PESs. The PESs are accurate in the energy range that is probed in these experiments ͑E tr Ͻ 510 cm −1 ͒. However, a slight underestimation of forward scattering for a few rotational states might be caused by underestimation of the attractive part of the PESs. 
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APPENDIX A: VELOCITY CORRECTION
It is assumed that the NO detection probability ͑T͑x , y͒͒ due to the molecular residence time in the detection volume is inversely proportional to the absolute value of the velocity in the laboratory frame. The coordinates ͑x , y͒ indicate the position position on the detector in pixels and relate directly to the x and y components of the velocity in the center-ofmass ͑u x Ј and u y Ј͒ frame via the resolution G ͑x = u x Ј/ G and
͑A1͒
Normalization is obtained by dividing with the average over all pixels ͑͗1/͉vЈ͉͒͘.
The velocity in the laboratory frame can be approximated for each pixel in the ion-images, assuming an ideal velocity distribution in the beams. The velocity in the lab frame follows as:
The absolute value of the velocity in the center-of-mass frame ͉uЈ͉ follows from energy conservation. It is dependent The laboratory velocity now follows as:
with an absolute value of
can be extended to correct for the Doppler shift, but because of the small center-of-mass velocity differences of the scattered molecules this is not done here. As an example, the detection probability factor for jЈ = 4.5 as derived from Eq. ͑A1͒ is plotted in Fig. 13 . From this figure it can be seen that for the current images, T͑x , y͒ turns out to be a factor of 2 larger in the top-right angle than in the bottomleft angle of the images. This is a substantial effect that cannot be neglected in extracting differential cross sections from ion-images.
APPENDIX B: COLLISION-INDUCED ALIGNMENT
A simple but widely applicable correction treatment based on the m conservation along the kinematic apse is derived here. The alignment dependent detection probability is proportional to
͑B1͒
The wave functions will be referred to as ⌿ a ͑j =1/2,m a = ±1/2͒, ⌿ a Ј͑jЈ, m a Ј͒ and ⌿ * ͑j * , m * ͒, denoting, respectively, the rotational states before collision, after collision ͑in the apse frame͒ and after laser excitation to the 2 ⌺ state. Note that m * is defined along the electric field of the linearly polarized laser ͑laser frame͒. The wave function in the apse system ⌿ a Ј͑jЈ, m a Ј͒ is transformed into the laser frame, the angle between the laser polarization and the kinematic apse is described as ␤ p . During excitation to the 2 ⌺ state the projection of the rotational angular momentum in the laser frame remains conserved. The wave function after a collision will be aligned due to the collision. If one assumes that the projection m a of the total angular momentum j on the kinematic apse is conserved during collision, it is relatively easy to take this effect into account. The kinematic apse direction is given by
where k and kЈ denote the momentum vectors before and after collision, respectively. Khare 25 and Meyer 26 showed that m a conservation along the kinematic apse is a reasonable approximation. Rotation of the wave function ⌿ a Ј͑jЈ, m a Ј͒ over the angle between the apse and the laser polarization ␤ p provides the aligned wave function in the laser frame
Note that 0 ഛ ␤ p ഛ 90°. Substitution of Eq. ͑B3͒ into Eq. ͑B1͒ gives
͑B4͒
In order to distinguish between the apse alignment dependent detection probability and the ordinary Hönl-London factors, these are, respectively, written as S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ and S͑jЈ → j * ͒. Jacobs and Zare 42 show that the ͑m-dependent͒ detection probability or rate constant for linearly polarized light is proportional to the well-known Hönl-London factors multiplied with a 3-j symbol: 
͑B5͒
The Hönl-London factors S͑jЈ → j * ͒ for a 2 ⌺ ← 2 ⌸ transition   FIG. 13 . The laboratory velocity detection probability T͑x , y͒, at each position on the image ͑here for jЈ = 4.5͒ is given by the intensity. Molecules with low laboratory velocity remain in the detection volume for a longer time and are thus more likely to be detected than fast molecules. The frame of this figure corresponds to the dashed square in Fig. 3 , which corresponds to the area of the ion-images in Figs. 
͑B6͒
Note that the detection probability is independent of the sign of m a . Equation ͑B6͒ provides a novel and simple method to correct ion-images for collision-induced alignment. Every pixel on an image corresponds to a certain final momentum ͑velocity͒. With the final rotational state defined and therefore the final velocity of the NO molecules defined, each position on the detector can be associated with a particular kinematic apse via Eq. ͑B2͒. Figure 14 shows the dependence of the detection probability ͑divided by the Hönl-London factor͒ S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ / S͑jЈ → j * ͒ on the angle ␤ p between the apse and the electric field of the laser. This is plotted for three different ⌬j, for a Q, an R and a P branch transition. Already at ⌬j = 10, the expected limiting behavior for jЈ → ϱ emerges, as argued in Sec. V below Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒. In Fig. 15 the detection probability S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ is given for four branches and one rotational state. The size of the images in Fig. 15 corresponds to the size required to record an entire ion-image of the scattered NO product. Note that the Q 11 strongly dominates over the P 21 because its Hönl-London factor for the Q 11 transition is about a factor of three larger than that for the P 21 transition. The R 11 and Q 21 branches carry a similar value of the Hönl-London factor, but as expected the Q branch character dominates the alignment dependent detection probability. The alignment dependence of the detection probability for a Q branch transition is about a factor of two stronger than and opposite to that of a P or R branch transition. This is clearly demonstrated in Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒ and Fig. 14 .
In the event of full saturation of the A ← X transition, the detection probability no longer depends on the scattering angle. In that case, correction of the ion-images with only the velocity correction should yield undistorted ion-images. If partial saturation occurs, the dependence of the detection probability on ␤ p becomes less.
S sat ͑jЈ → j * ͒ = S 0 + S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒. ͑B7͒
The parameter S 0 indicates the saturation: if S 0 Ӷ S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒, there is no saturation, if S 0 ӷ S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ there is full saturation and the detection probability no longer depends on the scattering angle. To get an idea of the effect of the saturation correction, S 0 can be expressed in terms of the value of S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ averaged over all pixels ͗S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒͘.
FIG. 14. The alignment dependent detection probability ͑S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ / S͑jЈ → j * ͒͒ is plotted against the angle ␤ p between the apse and the laser polarization for three different values of ⌬j and for three different branches.
FIG. 15. The alignment dependent detection probability S a ͑jЈ → j * ͒ at each position on the image ͑here for jЈ = 4.5͒ is given by the intensity for several branches. The angle between the apse and the laser polarization defines the detection probability via Eq. ͑B6͒. The size of each of the frames in this figure corresponds to the dashed square in Fig. 3 , which corresponds to the frames of the ion-images in Figs. 4-6 . Note that the apse is undefined when kЈ = k ͓see Eq. ͑B2͔͒. The dynamic range of each of the images is taken from 0 to its maximum value.
